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ABSTRACT
The effects of unsteady incoming wakes on the secondary flow in a linear low pressure turbine
cascade, named T106, were investigated by experiments in a high speed cascade wind tunnel
and by U-RANS simulations. In this paper, results of a variety of cases with different Strouhal
numbers and flow coefficients were compared and the differences analysed.
The upstream incoming wakes in the experiment were generated by a wake generator and were
considered in the CFD simulations likewise. The computations have been conducted using the
flow solver TRACE. Time-averaged and time-accurate ensemble averaged experimental data
permit the evaluation of the numerical U-RANS predictions for some of the investigated con-
figurations. 3D CTA hot-wire traverses downstream the cascade permit to analyse the velocity
and the turbulent flow field for the investigated configurations. Results of a newly implemented
fast response total pressure probe allow to compare the relative unsteady ensemble averaged
fluctuations to the CFD results downstream of the cascade.

NOMENCLATURE

Latin Symbols

c chord
Cs first Sutherland constant
Cst second Sutherland constant
H blade span
h half blade span ,H/2
Ma Mach number
p pressure
q dynamic pressure
R universal gas constant
Re Reynolds number
Sr Strouhal number,(vb/tb) · (c/vax0)
T temperature, bar passing period,tb/vb
t pitch, time
Tu turbulence intensity
v velocity
x axial coordinate
y, u/t pitch-wise coordinate
z, z/h span-wise coordinate

Greek Symbols

α span-wise angle
β yaw (pitch-wise) angle
∆pt/q2th total pressure losses,(pt0 − pt2)/q2th
κ specific heat capacity ratio
λ thermal conductivity
φ flow coefficient,vax/vb
ω vorticity

Abbreviations

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CV Corner Vortex
EXP Experimental
LPT Low Pressure Turbine
MDPP Moving Domain Passing Period
PV Passage Vortex
SVO Streamwise Vorticity
TEWV Trailing Edge Wake Vortex
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subscripts

0,1,2 measurement planes
ax axial
abs absolute
b bar

k relative to the pressure chamber
rel relative
t total
th theoretical
sec secondary

INTRODUCTION
The effects of unsteady incoming wakes on downstream profilelosses (at midspan) were inves-

tigated at typical passing frequencies and wake strength innumerous studies (Acton, 1998; Stadt-
mueller, 2002; Schobeiri et al., 2003; Coton, 2004; Hodson and Howell, 2005; Schwarze and Niehuis,
2010; Pacciani et al., 2012). The wake-induced boundary layer transition shows the possibility to pre-
vent large aerodynamic losses at low Reynolds numbers, to control the flow separation behaviour and
consequently the profile losses. Recent thermodynamic investigations of wake blade interaction in
an axial flow turbine were performed by Rose et al.(2013), through experiments and a 2D U-RANS
simulations.
Further looking at the entire span-height and at the endwalls, the passing wakes generate an unsteady
flow field and influence the inlet boundary layer which could affect the generation and development
of the secondary flows and the relative losses. Renaud in his doctoral thesis (Renaud, 1991) presents
an investigation about the effects of circumferential distortion of the inflow on the secondary flows
downstream of a turbine rotor. He observed in his experiments that the rotor exit flow shows a peri-
odical variation related to the relative vane passing frequency which influences the secondary flows.
Interaction effects of stator and rotor aerofoils in a 1.5 stage axial turbine were investigated by Rein-
moeller et al.(2002) and Reinmoeller (2007) through experiments and with the support of CFD. The
influence of the first stator wake is detected downstream the rotor by time-averaged and time-accurate
flow parameters taking into account relative clocking effects of the downstream stator.
An overview of endwall flow losses in axial turbine was published by Lampart (2009 a). First he sum-
marises the formation process of endwall flows and then he proceeds with a description of the endwall
loss analysis by an entropy generation function. In the second part (Lampart, 2009 b), he presents
the effects of geometrical and flow parameters by CFD results. He makes a clear distinction between
secondary flow development in cascade with and without tip clearance. Finally, he also indicates that
the transport of upstream two dimensional wakes leads to oscillations of the secondary flows in the
downstream passage. He explains these periodical variations by local changes of the inflow angle
during the time of interaction with the passing wakes.
Casciaro et al. (2000) investigated the effects of incomingwakes on the secondary flow in axial tur-
bines by two bar-blade configurations. The first was characterised by a distance of the bar from the
leading edge of 50% of the true chord and the second by a distance of 25%. Both were computed with
a U-RANS solver in 2D and 3D, using ak − ǫ two equation turbulence model. Stronger wake decay
was observed in the calculation with respect to theoreticalvalues. For both bar-blade configurations
the physics observed in the research was the same, so it was believed to be independent of the wake
decay. The secondary flow structures were stable in time, only small fluctuations were produced by
the periodical incoming wakes. Unsteady secondary flows measurements in a high pressure turbine
cascade, induced by upstream moving bars, were presented byVolino et al. (2013). The velocities,
the turbulence levels, and turbulence spectra downstream of the bars and the cascade aerofoils are
shown. Reynolds numbers of 30k and 60k, based on the inlet velocity, with and without incoming
wakes were investigated in a low speed wind tunnel. The measured total pressure losses show very
small differences between the two different Reynolds numbers and between the 30k case with and
without incoming wakes, concerning the time-averaged results.
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In the last decades, the results obtained by measurements and simulations in linear turbine cascades
have given a fundamental contribution to better understandthe complex flows in turbomachinery.
Detailed experimental investigations of specific aerodynamic phenomena in cascades are also very
useful to validate results obtained by advanced CFD codes. In the present paper the unsteady sec-
ondary flows produced by periodic incoming wakes in a low pressure turbine cascade are analysed
by results obtained by CFD predictions. The aim is to give a contribution to better understanding
the complex 3D unsteady flow mechanisms inside and downstream the cascade. A good prediction
capability of the basic time-averaged and time-accurate ensemble averaged flow parameters through
the used numerical model was observed in a previous investigation (Ciorciari et al., 2014). In this
paper additional comparisons between experiments and CFD are presented. Different configurations,
characterised by incoming wakes with different Strouhal numbers and flow coefficients, are also in-
vestigated with U-RANS to describe the time-averaged secondary flow features and the unsteady flow
properties downstream the cascade.

EXPERIMENTAL TEST FACILITY AND TECHNIQUES
The High Speed Cascade Wind Tunnel of the Institute of Jet Propulsion of the University of the

German Federal Armed Forces Munich (Universitaet der Bundeswehr Muenchen) is a continuously
operating open-loop test facility located inside a cylindrical pressure chamber, allowing to set up in-
dependently Mach and Reynolds numbers. It is described in detail by Sturm and Fottner (1985). All
measurements presented in this paper were taken in this testfacility.
The flow parameters for all the configurations presented in this paper are a theoretical exit Mach num-
berMa2th = 0.59 and Reynolds numberRe2th = 2 · 105, calculated with the following relations:
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The total inlet temperatureTt0 and pressurePt0, the static chamber pressurepk and the aerofoil chord
c are measured. The kinematic viscosity is calculated by the Sutherland‘s law with the constants
Cst = 1.458 · 10−6kg/(ms

√

K) andCs = 110.4K (Ladwig, 1991). The specific air constantR and
the ratio of specific heatκ = cp/cv are assumed constant, respectively 287 J/(kg K) and 1.4. In order
to set the operation point, the exit (or chamber) pressurepk was measured in a calmed region inside
the pressure chamber.
Three relevant axial measurements planes were defined, Fig.1. Measurement plane 0, in front of the
moving bars, where the stagnation pressurept0 of the inflow is measured by a pitot probe at about
50 mm from the nozzle side wall. The inlet stagnation temperatureTt0 was measured in the settling
chamber using four PT100 class A platinum resistance temperature detectors. Heat transfer between
the settling chamber and test section is neglected consequently Tt0 is the assumed total temperature at
this plane. Measurement plane 1 is located downstream the moving bars, approximately 77% chord
length upstream the cascade leading edge and the moving barsapproximately 83%. A triple hot-wire
and a pitot probe were used there to measure the cascade inflowconditions. Finally, measurement
plane 2 located 40% chord length downstream the aerofoil trailing edges. In this plane a five-hole
probe, a triple hot-wire probe, and a fast response total pressure probe were used to obtain time-
averaged and time-accurate (ensemble averaged) validation data. A proper reference for all the new
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Figure 1:Computational domain and relevant experimental measurement planes

experimental data from the authors will be published by Kirik et al.(2015). For brevity in this paper
only the information about the unsteady total pressure measurements are described in the follow-
ing. The other measurement techniques used are described inWolff et al.(2000) and in Ciorciari et
al.(2014).

Unsteady total pressure measurement technique
A single straight fast-response probe equipped with a Kulite Model XCQ-062 pressure transducer

close to the opening was used to measure the time-resolved total pressure downstream the cascade.
The Kulite sensor was connected to an amplifier before being digitized with a NI PCI-4472. The data
were logged at a frequency of 20 kHz and data processing was performed with the Phase Locked
Ensemble Averaging Technique (Lakshminarayana and Poncet, 1974). The measurement-grid, at
measurement plane 2, is characterised by 21(pitchwise) x 16(spanwise) points. The data acquisition
time was set to 10 seconds per point. The Kulite measurement technique is well-established and can
be found in many earlier investigations (to mention a few Arndt, 1993 and Ainsworth et al., 1989).
More details on the measurement technique and recent experimental results of the turbine cascade
under consideration here will be published by Kirik et al.(2015). Among others they demonstrate that
the time averaged values of the Kulite data are in good agreement with measured five-hole probe data
regarding the measured absolute values in plane 2.

INVESTIGATED TEST CASE AND CONFIGURATIONS
The investigated test case is the aft-loaded LPT profile T106(Duden, 1999; Acton, 1998; Stadt-

mueller, 2002). The cascade consists of 7 blades, parallel sidewalls and an aspect ratio of 1.7 (chord=
100mm, span=170mm). The pitch to chord ratio is 0.8.
Tab. 1 summarises the cases investigated with periodic unsteady inflow with different Strouhal num-
bers and flow coefficients. Both parameters are varied by changing the translational velocity and the
pitch of the wake generating bars in front of the cascade. Experiments were carried out for the first
three configurations, for the last two only numerical data are available. The latter have been chosen
to evaluate the effect of higher Strouhal numbers and lower flow coefficients, which cannot be run
experimentally for mechanical constraints of the wake generator. An inlet turbulence value of ap-
proximately 5% was measured by hot-wire measurement in the wind-tunnel at measurement plane
1, without mounted wake generating bars. For all the configurations a relative small cascade inlet
boundary layer (1-2% of the span height) was considered to take into account the mounted wake
generator in the experiment and the total pressure profile measured at the cascade inlet.
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Conf. tb[mm] vb[m/s] φ[−] Sr[−] EXP CFD
T40 10 40 10 7.6 0.33 x x
T40 20 40 20 3.8 0.66 x x
T80 20 80 20 3.8 0.33 x x
T80 40 80 40 1.9 0.66 - x
T80 80 80 80 0.9 1.32 - x

Table 1:Configurations under consideration here

NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
Flow solver and domain discretisation
The flow solver TRACE has been used for all the simulations presented here. It is developed

by DLR Cologne, Institute of Propulsion Technology in collaboration with MTU Aero-Engines. The
code solves the unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations using a finite volume approach.
More information and details on the flow solver TRACE can be found in open literature (Engel, 1997;
Eulitz, 2000; Yang et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2006).
In the present work the RANS turbulent closure is modelled using the Wilcoxk − ω two equations
turbulence model, including the additional Kato and Launder pressure stagnation anomally fix ( Kato
and Launder, 1993; Kozulovic et al., 2004). The transition model used in this work is theγ − Reθt
transport equation model (Marciniak et al., 2010; Menter and Langtry, 2004; Langtry and Menter,
2004). A Low-Reynolds approach is used and the non-dimensional wall distances are smaller than 1
at all viscous solid walls. More details about the numericalset-up and the domain discretisation are
available in Ciorciari et al.(2014).

Boundary conditions
A midspan symmetrical 3D numerical model domain was used in the calculations. In pitch-wise

direction, translational periodic boundary conditions were applied. Adiabatic no-slip conditions were
used on solid walls and an inviscid wall was used only for the lower boundary on the moving bar
domain, Fig. 1. The transition model was activated at all viscous boundaries. In all cases under con-
sideration here, total pressure, total temperature, and turbulence intensity at the inlet have been set
to the measured values obtained for the configuration without moving bars upstream of the cascade.
The turbulent length scale at the inlet is of the order of 1% ofthe chord length.
In the steady cascade calculations, the inlet flow angleβ1steady has been iteratively adjusted starting
from the design angle (β1design = 127.7◦). A pressure sided incidence angle of2◦ is needed to match
the steady profile and the endwall static pressure distribution measured with installed wake generator
without bars best. The same inlet angle was then used for all unsteady calculations in the plane up-
stream the wake generator (β0 = β1steady = 129.7◦). This approach was preferred for the calculations
for a better comparison between steady and unsteady cases and considering possible uncertainties
of the hot-wire measurements at the inlet with the mounted wake generator. The measured static
chamber pressurepk and radial equilibrium conditions were imposed at the outlet plane. Furthermore
non-reflecting boundary conditions were applied at the inlet and outlet planes.

Convergence criterion and time resolution
The convergence stopping criterion for the iterative steady calculations was established when the

relative mass flow errors were less or equal to10−6 and the average density residual reaches values
smaller than10−7. For the unsteady sliding mesh calculations the time averaged mass flow differences
for the unsteady computations are less than10−4 and the average density residual reaches values less
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than10−8. A minimum time resolution of 800 time steps per moving domain passing period (MDPP),
the inverse of the domain passing frequency, was used. The high time resolution was selected to
resolve the high vortex shedding frequencies of the bars, which is of the order of 10kHz.

Secondary flow definition and evaluation parameters
In order to analyse the secondary flows in the cascade for the different CFD configurations, a 3D

primary reference flow was defined by a steady computation with an inviscid endwall and an uniform
inlet flow without boundary layer vorticity. Through the subtraction of this primary flow from the
time-averaged predictions in each element of the numericaldomain, the so-called secondary flow
(sec) was obtained. The resulting secondary flows with the relative secondary velocity components
were used to quantify the secondary flow features for the different configurations.
The following definition for the non-dimensionalised secondary streamwise vorticity (SV On) is used
for all the numerical results presented here:

SV On = ((ωxsec · vxsec) + (ωysec · vysec) + (ωzsec · vzsec)) · c/v2mean (3)

The non-dimensionalised values are obtained through the multiplication of the ratio of the aerofoil
chordc and the mean velocityv2mean in the measurement plane 2 of the CFD steady configuration.

Results
Comparison with measured data (validation)
Time-averaged and time-accurate ensemble averaged experimental data, obtained with extensive

measurement campaigns, have been used to evaluate the reliability of the numerical results. First
the modelled 3D steady cascade flow without incoming wakes was compared to experimental re-
sults. The comparison of the profile and endwall pressure distributions between CFD and experiment
shows a satisfying agreement. Small differences were observed in the diffusion region on the suction
side, where a larger separation bubble was predicted with respect to the experiment (Ciorciari et al.,
2014). For the periodic unsteady inflow, the velocity deficit, the turbulence level, and the inflow angle
variations were used as validation parameters at the inlet to verify the numerically modelled incom-
ing wakes. Downstream of the cascade, time-averaged and time-accurate secondary flow parameters
were used to assess the CFD model. The numerical model reproduces reliably the main secondary
flow features for the different investigated unsteady configurations. Details on these first validation
steps were published by Ciorciari et al. (2014).

Comparison with unsteady triple hot-wire data in measurement plane 2
Velocity and turbulence intensity information were obtained with a triple hot wire probe. In the

above mentioned work (Ciorciari et al., 2014), the velocitydata permitted a comparison between the
experimental and the CFD results of the span-wise distribution of the pitch-wise averaged∆β2sec

over time downstream the cascade. Moderate periodical fluctuations of underturning and overturning,
caused by the incoming wakes, were observed.
In Fig. 2 on the left, the distribution of the experimental ensemble averaged turbulence intensity values
(a), in the measurement plane 2, for the T80 20 configuration is compared to the CFD predictions (b).
Respective time-averaged velocity fields are plotted on theright of the same figure, in (c) and (d). The
velocity values are non-dimensionalised by the mean velocity values in the respective measurement
plane. The highest turbulence intensity values are visiblein secondary flow and in the blade wake
region. As can be seen, the CFD are able to reproduce the position and the extension of the secondary
flow region like observed in the experiments. Differences were observed in the free-stream region
where the predicted turbulence intensity values are smaller and in the wake turbulent diffusion region.
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Figure 2: Comparison between ensemble averaged hot-wire data and time-averaged CFD tur-
bulence intensity values [%] and normalised velocity [-] inthe measurement plane 2 for T80
20

The comparison of the velocity fields, in Fig. 2 (d), shows a higher velocity deficit in the wake
region for the predictions, which indicates a weaker mixingof the aerofoil wake with respect to the
measured data. Small velocity differences between the experiment and the predictions also results.
For the T80 20 configuration, in Fig. 2 (c) and (d), the mean velocity ratio of the measurements and the
CFD (v2meanEXP /v2meanCFD) is around 0.95. Further the small span-wise velocity gradient observed
in the free-stream in Fig. 2 (c) is not present in the CFD predictions. The acceptable discrepancy
between the measurements and the predictions is partially attributed to uncertainties in the hot-wire
measurements and on the other at the deficit of the usedk − ω two equations turbulence model.

Comparison with unsteady total pressure data in measurement plane 2
The comparison between the measured total pressure fluctuations in the measurement plane 2 over

two reference moving domain passing periods (MDPP) with thepredictions are plotted in Fig. 3. The
pressure values are averaged in the exit plane and are non-dimensionalised by the relative mean total
pressure values. The predictions show good agreement with the experimental results concerning the
periodical fluctuations. It is highlighted that the fluctuations of total pressure is periodical but not
sinusoidal and the wake kinematic influences the total pressure fluctuations downstream the cascade.
For the configurations with a flow coefficient of 3.8 presentedin Fig. 3, the total pressure fluctuations
are in the range of 100-200 Pa. This means, considering an outlet dynamic pressureq2th of approx.
3800 Pa, fluctuations of the total pressure loss values between 2.6%-5.2% are present. The analysis of
total pressure fluctuations, in particular its phase, were found to be very useful for the synchronisation
of the bar position between experimental and predicted results. For the configurations with lower flow
coefficients the total pressure fluctuations can be higher, as is shown in the next paragraph.

Additional configurations T80 40 and T80 80
No experimental data are available for the T80 40 and T80 80 configurations, but considering

realistic (for fluid machinery application) Strouhal numbers and flow coefficients the analysis of these
configurations is useful. Midspan pitch-wise inflow distributions for the T80 configurations are com-
pared to each other in Fig. 5 at 70% chord length upstream the cascade leading edge. The values are
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Figure 3:Comparison between experiments and CFD of time-accuratept2/pt2mean values inte-
grated in the exit plane

time-averaged over one moving domain passing period. All three configurations have similar free-
stream absolute Mach numbers but in the bar wake regions the differences become evident. A growing
of the width and of the peak values of the inflow velocity deficit is produced by the increase of the bar
translational velocity. The increase of the translationalvelocity of the bar reduces the flow coefficient
(Tab. 1) and increases the bar relative free-stream Mach number for the different configurations. The
reduction of the flow coefficient influences directly the time-averaged values of the inflow angle, the
incoming turbulence level generated by the bar in front of the blade and produces increased bar wake
total pressure losses (Tab. 2). The variation of the flow coefficient causes different wake kinematics
and also an altered wake-blade interaction behaviour (shown in Fig. 4). For the configurations with
higher flow coefficients (T80 20 and T80 40), the interaction-time based on the bar passing period
with the blade suction surface is shorter. For these configurations the incoming bar wakes approach
first the leading edge near the suction side, where the wakes are accelerated and with a reduced tur-
bulence transported downstream. The translation of the bars cause a stagnation of the wakes near the
leading edge on the pressure side where the low flow velocity results in an increase of the turbulence
values in this region. Finally, the bar wake is transported downstream on the pressure surface, leave
the aerofoil before the interaction with the next one startsand induce some pressure variation in the
base region of the leaving aerofoil (A in Fig. 4 ).
The bar wakes for the T80 80 configuration are transported downstream the cascade in the blade
suction side wake region. The convection through the passage, relative to the bar passing period, is
slower with respect to the configuration with higher flow coefficient and the transition behaviour on
the blade suction surface is consequently influenced by the wake over a great portion of the bar wake
passing period. Only for this configuration the bowing and stretching of the bar wakes in the passage
influence at the same time the pressure surface and the adjacent blade suction surface (B in Fig. 4).
The total pressure and yaw angle fluctuations, shown in Fig. 6, downstream the cascade are a result
of different bar wake kinematic in the passage for the investigated configurations, caused by different
combinations of Strouhal number and flow coefficient. For theconfiguration T80 20, withφ = 3.8,
the pressure fluctuations observed are relative small (approx. 200 Pa) compared to the T80 40 and
T80 80 configurations (405 Pa and 461 Pa respectively). This means for the last two configurations,
the total pressure loss fluctuations are approximately between10.5% − 12%. The outlet yaw angles
fluctuations amplitude∆β2, respectively for T80 20, T80 40 and T80 80, are:0.8◦, 1.3◦ and2.7◦.
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ANALYSIS OF THE SECONDARY FLOW CHARACTERISTICS FOR INVESTI GATED CON-
FIGURATIONS

Analysis of the time-averaged predicted results
In Fig. 7 theSV On distributions in the measurement plane 2 are visualised forthe investigated

configurations with steady and the unsteady inflow. On the ordinate the span-wise coordinatez/h = 1
indicates midspan and thez/h = 0 endwall. Looking at theSV On, the position of the secondary vor-
tices and the respective intensity can be compared. The darkcores (positive) represent the passage
vortex (PV), with the highest values observed in the steady inflow configuration. The bright cores
(negative) are contra-rotating with respect to the passagevortex. The ones near the end-wall represent
the corner vortices (CV) and the others near the passage vortices are identified as the trailing edge
wake vortices (TEWV). The secondary flows are located mainlyin the region withz/h < 0.4. Gen-
erally a reduction of theSV On values can be detected in all cases with unsteady inflow conditions
compared to the case with steady inflow, particularly for theT40 10, T40 20, T80 40 and T80 80
configurations where the vortex cores are closer to endwall.
The plots in Fig. 7 are obtained through an linear interpolation of the CFD predictions in the mea-
surement plane 2 on a 50x100 equispaced grid (respectively in pitch-wise and span-wise direction,
without the endwall boundary layer region). The same valuesare used to calculate the statistical dis-
tribution values of theSV On of the different configurations listed in Tab. 3. A decrease of the absolute
peak values of the maximum (Max) and minimum (Min) of the unsteady configurations compared to
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Figure 7:Time-averagedSV On distributions downstream the cascade for the investigatedcon-
figurations in measurement plane 2. (The dashed line shows the blade wake location)

the steady one and a reduction of the standard deviation (St.dev.) are observed. The smaller stan-
dard deviation values indicate a more uniform distributionaround the meanSV On values, which is
around zero for all the configurations. The variations of thetime-averaged inflow angles predicted
in measurement plane 1 (Tab. 2) show the reduction of the incidence for the unsteady configurations
respect to the steady one. For the configurations investigated here, this cause small effects on the
cascade blade-to-blade inlet pressure gradient and also contribute weakly to the differences between
the development of the secondary flows for the investigated configurations.

Conf. β1steady − β1
Tu1

Tu1steady

pt1
pt1steady

steady 0◦ 1 1
T40 10 2.5◦ 1.29 0.993
T40 20 3.2◦ 1.44 0.993
T80 20 1.3◦ 1.01 0.996
T80 40 2.1◦ 1.20 0.994
T80 80 3.7◦ 1.62 0.992

Table 2:Time-averaged cascade inlet values
in measurement plane 1

Conf. St.dev. Max Min
steady 5.44 31.7 -46.9
T40 10 4.31 26.3 -40.0
T40 20 3.73 22.7 -33.0
T80 20 4.78 22.0 -40.1
T80 40 3.37 16.2 -22.2
T80 80 3.32 17.8 -25.4

Table 3: Time-averaged predicted SV On

distribution values in measurement plane 2

In order to better understand the differences between the investigated configurations, in Fig. 8 the
time-averaged entropy generation values and the streamlines are visualised on the blade suction sur-
faces. In the pictures the flow direction is from left to right, consequently leading edge (L.E.) is on
the left boundary and trailing edge (T.E.) on the right. The highest entropy generation values are near
the endwall where the passage vortex interacts with the suction surface. For the steady configuration
a long separation bubble with reattachment is identified by the streamlines in the midspan region,
which becomes smaller for the time-averaged values of the T80 20 configuration. For the other four
unsteady configurations the separation bubble in the midspan region is not visible any more, proba-
bly due to the higher average inlet turbulence level (Tab. 2)considering one domain passing period,
and the streamlines near the trailing edge region become more parallel. The presence of the suction
surface separation bubble seems to play an important rule for the development of the secondary flow
downstream the trailing edge in low pressure turbine profiles. Its presence seems to influence partially
the intensity of the trailing edge wake vortex, consequently the span-wise position and intensity of the
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Figure 8:Time-averaged entropy generation and streamlines near (3th node level from the sur-
face) the blade suction surface.

SV On, like observed in Fig. 7. The formation of a vortex (TEWV) of significant proportions which
contains the trailing shed vorticity is consequently influenced by the flow behaviour on the blade suc-
tion surface near the trailing edge and by the periodical incoming wakes, like observed by Hodson
and Dominy (1987). For the investigated unsteady configurations with relative small inlet boundary
layer, the resulting weak effects on the time-averaged secondary flows are attributable to the variation
of these time-averaged inflow conditions respect to the steady configuration. The Strouhal number
and flow coefficient variations, adjusted by a variation of the bar speed cause different bar wake prop-
erties at the inlet as presented in Fig. 5 and in Tab. 2, but also induce different blade wake kinematics.
For a better understanding of the influence of the variation of Strouhal numbers and flow coefficients,
the interaction mechanism in the trailing edge region between the passing wakes, the boundary layer
transition on the suction surface and the secondary flows must be better analysed with time-accurate
results. To better demonstrate the accuracy and to discuss the limit of unsteady predictions for this
kind of problems more experimental information are needed concerning the transition behaviour on
the entire suction surface.

CONCLUSIONS
Unsteady numerical analyses were conducted to investigatefurther the effects of periodic incom-

ing wakes, considering different Strouhal numbers and flow coefficients, on the secondary flow field
downstream of the T106 linear low pressure turbine cascade.In the first part, the unsteady total pres-
sure and turbulence data obtained by experiments are compared to the U-RANS predictions down-
stream the cascade. The U-RANS predictions are able to reproduce well the main flow features. The
small discrepancies are attributed to the measurement uncertainties and thek − ω turbulence model.
Further, the effect of different Strouhal numbers and flow coefficients, adjusted by a variation of the
moving bar speed, was evaluated in front and downstream the turbine cascade to characterise the
altered flow behaviour in relation to the variation of the secondary flows downstream the cascade.
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All the unsteady configurations are characterised by a relative small inlet boundary layer and conse-
quently weak secondary flows. The variation of the cascade inflow angle and of the inlet turbulence
level for the unsteady configurations cause a reduction of the secondary streamwise vorticitySV On

in the plane 40% chord length downstream the cascade, with increase of the bar passing frequency.
Moreover, for the investigated configurations, the increase of the time-averaged inlet turbulence influ-
ences the suction surface transition behaviour near the trailing edge and consequently the interaction
between the secondary flow development and the suction surface in this region. Downstream the
investigated aft loaded LPT cascade, this results in weakersecondary streamwise vorticitySV On.
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